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Abstract
Background

Every year, millions of people worldwide experience a stroke. Given the degree of physical, cognitive, visual, and behavioral impairments post-stroke, stroke
survivors often encounter occupational therapy practitioners in the rehabilitation practice settings. Although evidence-based occupational therapy practices
have been well-established in the stroke literature, it remains unclear what strategies have been used to promote these practices' effective implementation in
the real-world context. The present review identi�es these strategies and the extent to which researchers have measured implementation outcomes. 

Methods

A scoping review protocol was developed to assess the breadth and depth of occupational therapy literature examining implementation strategies and
outcomes in the stroke rehabilitation �eld. Four electronic databases and two peer-reviewed implementation science journals were searched to identify studies
meeting inclusion criteria. Two reviewers applied the inclusion parameters and consulted with a third reviewer, as needed, to achieve consensus. The Expert
Change guided synthesis of review �ndings for Implementing Change project and the Implementation Outcomes Framework.  

Results

The initial search yielded 1219 studies, and 26 were included in the �nal review. A total of 48 out of 73 discrete implementation strategies were deployed in the
included studies. The most used implementation strategies were “distribute educational materials,” “assess for readiness and identify barriers and facilitators,”
and “conduct educational outreach visits.” “Adoption” was the most frequently measured implementation outcome, while “cost” was not measured in any
included studies. Eleven studies reported �ndings to support the effectiveness of their implementation strategy or strategies; eleven studies reported
inconclusive �ndings, and four studies found that their strategies did not lead to improved implementation outcomes.  

Conclusions

This scoping review identi�ed occupational therapy literature examining implementation strategies and outcomes in the context of stroke rehabilitation. With
the growth of the stroke survivor population, the occupational therapy profession must identify effective strategies that promote the uptake of evidence-based
practices into routine stroke care. Occupational therapy researchers and practitioners are encouraged to collaborate to develop and deploy implementation
strategies responsive to known implementation barriers and facilitators in the stroke rehabilitation setting. 

Contributions To The Literature
a. Approximately 65% of the strategies described in the Expert Recommendations for Implementing Change (ERIC) taxonomy have been examined in the

stroke rehabilitation literature. Adoption has been the most commonly-measured implementation outcome.

b. Implementation strategies most frequently deployed in stroke rehabilitation research included the distribution of educational materials and the
assessment of readiness and barriers/facilitators.

c. It remains unclear which implementation strategies are most effective for improving implementation outcomes. Notably, only 12 of 26 studies included in
this review were guided by an implementation theory, model, or framework, which may partially explain the variability in study �ndings.

Background
Every year millions of people worldwide experience a stroke (1, 2). In 2016, there were over 80 million prevalent and over 13 million new cases of stroke (3). At
high risk for stroke are persons who are 65 and older, practice unhealthy behaviors (smoking, poor diet, and physical inactivity), have metabolic risks (high
blood pressure, high glucose, decreased kidney function, obesity, and high cholesterol), and represent lower socioeconomic groups (1, 4, 5). With the rapid
growth of the aging population, stroke incidence is expected to rise dramatically in the coming years, contributing to a shift in increased global disease burden
due to more years lived with disability (YLD) from noncommunicable diseases (6-9). Stroke is one of the leading causes of long-term disability worldwide, and
stroke survivors often face extensive challenges that result in self-care dependency, mobility impairments, underemployment, and cognitive de�cits (1, 10).
Frequently, stroke survivors are admitted to stroke rehabilitation settings, such as outpatient care centers, skilled nursing facilities, and home health agencies,
and encounter occupational therapy (OT) practitioners to address these physical, cognitive, and psychosocial challenges (10-13). Considered allied health
professionals, OT practitioners across the stroke rehabilitation continuum are expected to implement a person-centered care plan using evidence-based
assessments and interventions intended to maximize stroke survivors’ independence in daily activities and routines (e.g., dressing, bathing, mobility).
Furthermore, healthcare consumers, such as stroke survivors, expect practitioners to utilize evidence-based practice (EBP) to provide the highest quality, cost-
e�cient patient services.

The bene�ts of OT in stroke rehabilitation have been well-established for decades (14). For instance, evidence-based OT interventions can lead to improved
upper extremity movement (15, 16), enhanced cognitive performance (17), and increased safety with mobility (18). However, as with several allied health
professions, OT practitioners can experience complex barriers when implementing evidence-based care into routine practice (19-21). Speci�c to stroke
rehabilitation, Juckett et al. (22) identi�ed several barriers that limited OT practitioners’ uptake of evidence and categorized these barriers according to the
Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) (23). Notable barriers to evidence use were attributed to challenges adapting evidence-based
programs and interventions to meet patients’ needs (i.e., adaptability), a lack of equipment and personnel (i.e., available resources), and insu�cient
practitioner knowledge on using new interventions (i.e., knowledge and beliefs). Although identifying these barriers is a necessary precursor to optimizing
evidence implementation, Juckett et al. (22) also emphasized the urgent need for OT researchers and practitioners to identify implementation strategies that
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effectively facilitate the uptake of evidence in stroke rehabilitation. Jones et al. (24) examined the literature regarding implementation strategies used in the
rehabilitation profession - occupational therapy, physical therapy, and speech-language pathology. While they found some encouraging �ndings, they could
not provide de�nitive recommendations due to the included studies' heterogeneity. However, the authors did suggest that the complexity of implementing
interventions will require various strategies speci�c to each rehabilitation discipline (24).

Implementation strategies are broadly de�ned as methods to enhance the adoption, uptake, and sustainment of evidence-based interventions, programs, or
innovations (25, 26). Over the past decade, these strategies have been compiled into taxonomies to facilitate researchers’ and practitioners’ ability to
conceptualize implementation strategies and apply them into practice. For instance, the Expert Recommendations for Implementing Change (ERIC) project
(27) describes 73 implementation strategies that can be leveraged to optimize the uptake of evidence into routine care. Such implementation strategies may
be considered effective if they lead to improvements in implementation outcomes. Proctor et al. (28) de�ned the following eight outcomes in their
Implementation Outcomes Framework (IOF) that are often perceived to be the “gold standard” outcomes in implementation research: acceptability, adoption,
appropriateness, cost, feasibility, �delity, penetration (e.g., reach), and sustainability.

Although implementation research has seen signi�cant progress in recent years, there is scarce evidence that examines the effectiveness of implementation
strategies in the allied health professions, such as occupational therapy (24). Implementation strategies such as educational meetings, audit and feedback
techniques, and the use of clinical reminders hold promise for increasing the use of evidence by allied health professionals (24); however, minimal guidance
exists for the application of these strategies in stroke rehabilitation, especially in the context of occupational therapy. This knowledge gap is particularly
concerning given the heightened interest from insurance payers in evidence-based interventions and associated patient outcomes (29). As a recent example,
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has begun overhauling reimbursement for rehabilitation services by focusing less on the number of
patients treated and more on the value of services delivered. In other words, rehabilitation settings are reimbursed based on the quality of services
implemented (as measured by improvements in patient outcomes) rather than the quantity of services provided. The increased attention on patient outcomes
from the policy level (i.e., CMS) warrants the immediate need for OT practitioners to implement the highest quality of interventions with patients, such as
stroke survivors, to improve stroke survivor outcomes and ensure that rehabilitation stakeholders are adequately reimbursed (30, 31).

As OT practitioners aim to implement high-quality, evidence-based interventions to stroke survivors, the OT profession must have a clear understanding of the
strategies that have been used to support evidence implementation. Barriers to evidence implementation among OT practitioners have been well-established
(19, 22). Attention must now shift towards evaluating the implementation strategies that lead to improved implementation outcomes. Therefore, the purpose
of this scoping review is to synthesize occupational therapy research that has examined implementation strategies in stroke rehabilitation. Guided by the ERIC
discrete implementation strategy compilation (27) and Proctor et al.’s (28) taxonomy of implementation outcomes, this scoping review was designed to
answer the following two research questions:

1. What implementation strategies have occupational therapy researchers used to support the uptake of evidence-based interventions and assessments in
stroke rehabilitation?

2. What outcomes have been measured to determine the effectiveness of implementation strategies in stroke rehabilitation?

Addressing these questions will point OT practitioners towards strategies that may support evidence implementation in their stroke rehabilitation settings.
Moreover, this review will also inform the work of OT researchers who seek to test multifaceted implementation strategies designed to facilitate the uptake of
interventions, programs, and assessments across the stroke rehabilitation continuum.

Methods
The scoping review methodology was guided by (a) Arksey and O’Malley’s scoping review framework (32) and (b) the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses Scoping Review (PRISMA-ScR) reporting recommendations (33). The review team developed an initial study protocol
(unregistered; available upon request) to address the review questions and identify the breadth of literature examining implementation strategies and
outcomes in stroke rehabilitation. The �rst author conducted preliminary searches to assess the available literature, allowing the team to revise the search
strategy and search terms, consistent with scoping reviews' iterative nature. A detailed description of the search strategy can be found in Appendix A.

Eligibility Criteria
Studies were eligible for inclusion in the review if they (a) were published between Jan 2000 – Jan 2020, (b) examined the implementation of interventions or
assessments, (c) had a target population of adult (19 years and older) stroke survivors, (d) included occupational therapy practitioners, and (e) were relevant
to the rehabilitation setting. Rehabilitation was de�ned as acute care hospitals and post-acute care home health agencies, skilled nursing facilities, long-term
acute care hospitals, hospice, inpatient rehabilitation facilities and units, and outpatient centers. Studies that only reported on intervention effectiveness (not
implementation strategy effectiveness) or assessment psychometrics were excluded. Studies that were not available in English examined pediatric patients,
were published as a review or conceptual article and failed to include occupational therapy practitioners as study participants were also excluded.

Information source & search strategy
 The following four electronic databases were accessed to identify relevant studies in the health and mental health �elds: PubMed, CINAHL, Scopus, and
PsychINFO. Implementation Science and Implementation Science Communications were also hand-searched. These are the premier peer-reviewed journals in
dissemination and implementation research. Given the diverse terminology used to describe implementation strategies in the stroke rehabilitation �eld, an
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extensive list of terms to conduct the comprehensive search was used. The most recent search was conducted in May 2020. Sample search term
combinations included "knowledge translation"[All Fields] OR "implement*"[All Fields]) AND "occupational therap*"[All Fields] AND "stroke"[MeSH Terms] OR
"stroke" (See Appendix for full terminology list and a database search sample). All studies identi�ed through the search strategy were uploaded into Covidence
in preparation for study selection.

Selection Process
Beginning with the study title/abstract screening phase, the �rst and second authors applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria to all studies that were
identi�ed in the initial search. When authors disagreed during title/abstract screening, the third author decided on studies that should advance to the full-text
review phase. All authors reviewed a random 15% of the full-text articles in the full-text phase to decide on study inclusion and evaluate consistency in how
each author applied the inclusion/exclusion criteria. The authors achieved 100% agreement and proceeded with screening each full-text article individually.

Data charting—Guiding frameworks

Implementation strategies. Historically, the terminology and de�nitions used to describe implementation strategies have been inconsistent and lacking in
details (27, 34, 35). As part of the ERIC project, Powell and other experts compiled a list of 73 discrete implementation strategy terms and de�nitions that could
be used as a tool for evaluating published literature (27, 35). The researchers also suggested that the re�ned compilation could be used as a common
language to guide future implementation research and practice (27). Additionally, as part of the ERIC project, the expert panel examined the relationships
among the discrete implementation strategies to determine any themes (34). Figure 1 shows the resulting nine clusters of implementation strategies: use
evaluative and iterative strategies, provide interactive assistance, adapt and tailor to the context, develop stakeholder interrelationships, train and educate
stakeholders, support clinicians, engage consumers, utilize �nancial strategies, and change infrastructure (34). The nine clusters were used to identify trends
of implementation strategy utilization and synthesize extracted data to address this scoping review’s primary research question and objective.

Implementation outcomes. In the IOF, Proctor et al. de�ned implementation outcomes as “the effects of deliberate and purposive actions to implement new
treatments, practices, and services (28).” The secondary research question aimed to examine studies measuring the effectiveness of the implementation
strategies; therefore, Proctor et al.’s (28) taxonomy of implementation outcomes was used to guide data analysis and promote common vocabulary in
implementation research. These eight implementation outcomes (acceptability, adoption, appropriateness, cost, feasibility, �delity, penetration, and
sustainability) serve as key indicators of implementation success or failure.

Data charting—Extraction process
An adapted version of Arksey and O’Malley’s data charting form was created to extract variables of interest from each study that met the inclusion criteria. In
the data extraction phase, all authors extracted data from another random 15% of included studies to pilot test the charting form and con�rm the �nal
variables to be extracted. Authors met on a bi-weekly basis to share progress on independent data extraction and compare the detail of data extracted across
authors. Variables were extracted that represented study design, population, setting, guiding frameworks, and the description of the intervention/assessment
being implemented; however, the review's primary aim was extracting information relative to implementation strategies and associated implementation
outcomes.

To do this, a two-step process to extract data on implementation strategies and outcomes was used. In Step 1, each review team member charted the
information and speci�c terminology used to describe strategies or outcomes as written by each study’s original authors. In Step 2, a directed content analysis
approach to map this charted information and terminology to the ERIC taxonomy (27) and the IOF was used (28). For instance, an implementation strategy
that was described as “holding in-services with clinicians” in an article was transformed to “conducting educational meetings,” and outcomes that were
initially described as “adherence” were converted to “�delity.” The selection of these two frameworks to guide the data charting process was based on the need
to use uniform nomenclature when describing implementation strategies and their associated implementation outcomes. The two-step charting process also
allowed the review team to discuss the accuracy with which ERIC and IOF terms matched the descriptions of implementation strategies and outcomes as
described by each study’s authors.

Synthesis Process
The data were extracted from the articles and charted in tabular form. After the reviewers had inputted all data, one reviewer checked for errors making any
necessary changes. Once complete, all authors reviewed and veri�ed the accuracy of the data extracted and reached 100% agreement regarding the data's
accuracy. One author organized the raw data material and converted it into pivot tables and charts to synthesize data needed to address this scoping review's
research questions and objectives. The results were later converted into tabular form to illustrate better the relationships between concepts, questions, and
objectives. All data analysis and synthesis were conducted using Microsoft Excel.

Results

Search results
Electronic bibliographic database searches yielded 1219 publications, of which 49 were considered potentially relevant and retrieved in full text for further
review. Twenty-three publications were excluded because the studies did not examine implementation strategies or include implementation outcomes. Others
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had the wrong population, article type, or rehabilitation discipline. Ultimately, 26 studies were included, as shown by the selection process illustrated in Figure
2. Twenty-six relevant publications were identi�ed, describing 48 out of 73 discrete implementation strategies de�ned by Powell et al. (27). The publications
identi�ed also describe and include implementation outcomes as de�ned by Procter et al. (28).

Study Inclusion
The full spectrum of studies examining implementation strategies and outcomes was published between 2005 and 2020 and all within the last ten years
except one. Table 1 demonstrates that the included studies were conducted throughout the Americas, Europe, Australia, and Africa. Several research designs
were noted among the studies, with most research designs being longitudinal, as demonstrated in Table 1. All 26 studies included occupational therapy
practitioners (consisting of occupational therapists and occupational therapy assistants) implementing interventions and assessments targeting adults, 19
years old and older, in stroke rehabilitation.

Half of the studies only implemented interventions, while the remaining studies implemented some combination of assessments (screenings, protocols,
guideways, and pathways) and interventions. The studies were conducted with occupational therapy practitioners practicing in several healthcare settings,
including acute care, inpatient rehabilitation, skilled nursing, outpatient, community, and long-term care. However, three of the studies implemented EBP aimed
at occupational therapists working in any healthcare setting and was provided either at an off-site location (36) or non-physical (37) or virtual (38)
environment. None of the studies included EBP being implemented in the long-term acute care hospital or hospice healthcare settings to the authors'
knowledge.

Synthesis Summary

Primary research question: The �rst question of this scoping review addressed what implementation strategies occupational therapy researchers have used to
support the uptake of interventions and assessments in stroke rehabilitation. The included studies collectively used 48 of the 73 discrete implementation
strategies in the ERIC project compilation, as shown in Figure 3. The two most used discrete strategies were [31] Distribute educational materials (36, 38-47)
and [4] Assess for readiness & identify barriers & facilitators (34, 38, 40, 42-48, 54), which were implemented each by 11 studies as shown in Figure 3.
Regarding the latter strategy, only two of the 11 studies (45, 46) assessed for readiness and identi�ed barriers & facilitators. The remaining nine studies only
identi�ed barriers & facilitators. The second most utilized discrete strategy was [16] Conduct educational outreach visits implemented by ten studies (36, 39,
41, 43, 45, 46, 48-51). Other frequently used discrete strategies include [19] Conduct ongoing training, [5] Audit & provide feedback, and [29] Develop
educational materials, each of which was implemented in eight of the studies.

None of the studies implemented discrete strategies across all the implementation strategy clusters. Table 1 shows that one study (44) did utilize at least one
strategy addressing seven out of the nine clusters and two studies (51, 52) did the same with six out of nine clusters. Twenty-three out of 26 studies
implemented discrete strategies within the train and educate stakeholders cluster. The discrete implementation strategy utilized the most within this cluster
was [31] Distribute educational materials.  The studies also frequently utilized discrete implementation strategies from the following two clusters: use
evaluative and iterative strategies and develop stakeholder interrelationships. Seventeen studies implemented strategies in the evaluative and interactive
strategies cluster (40, 42, 44-49, 51-59), with [4] Assess for readiness & identify barriers & facilitators being implemented the most within this cluster. Discrete
strategies from the develop stakeholder relationships cluster were used in 12 studies (37, 39, 40, 43, 44, 46, 49, 50, 52, 56, 60, 61), with [35] Identify & prepare
champions being implemented the most with 7 studies (39, 43, 44, 46, 49, 56, 61).

The same strategies were primarily implemented across the different studies in the following three clusters: provide interactive assistance, adapt and tailor to
context, and support clinicians. In the provide interactive assistance cluster, four out of eight studies used [33] Facilitation and three out of eight studies used
[54] Provide local technical assistance. Six studies utilized strategies from the adapt and tailor to context cluster. The discrete strategy [51] Promote
adaptability was used in four of six studies, and three of the six studies implemented [63] Tailor strategies. Among the eight studies that implemented discrete
strategies categorized in the support clinicians cluster, only two different discrete strategies were used. The strategy, [58] Remind clinicians, was almost
exclusively used, with seven out of eight studies only implementing this strategy. The one remaining study utilized the discrete strategy [30] Develop resource
sharing agreements.

The three implementation clusters from which the studies implemented the least number of discrete strategies were the clusters utilize �nancial strategies,
change infrastructure, and engage consumers. Only one study, (44), implemented strategies from utilize �nancial strategies, two studies (44, 51) utilized a
strategy from change infrastructure, and two studies (51, 52) used at least one strategy in the engage consumers cluster as shown in Table 1. The two discrete
implementation strategies used within the cluster utilize �nancial strategies were [2] Alter incentive/allowance structure and [34] Fund & contract for the
clinical innovation. The two discrete strategies implemented from the cluster, change infrastructure, were [44] Mandate change and [11] Change physical
structure & equipment. The same occurs in the engage consumers cluster with the implementation of two discrete strategies – [41] Involve
patients/consumers & family members and [50] Prepare patients/consumers to be active participants.

Secondary research question. This scoping review's second question addressed what outcomes have been measured to determine stroke rehabilitation
implementation strategies' effectiveness. The implementation outcome measured the most was adoption, which was evaluated in 21 out of 26 studies (36-38,
40-46, 48-50, 52, 54-56, 58-61). The second implementation outcome most frequently measured was �delity with ten studies (41, 42, 47, 50, 51, 53, 55, 57, 58,
60), as shown in Table 1. Fifteen studies measured two implementation outcomes, and eight studies measured one outcome. Among those eight studies,
either adoption or �delity was the only outcome measured. Three of the 26 studies measured more than two outcomes, with two studies (44, 45) measuring
three and the remaining study (37) measuring four. While none of the studies measured the outcome of cost, the least measured outcomes were penetration
and sustainability. Table 1 shows that one study (44) measured both outcomes.
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In�uence of implementation strategies. The �ndings from studies examining the effect of implementation strategies on implementation outcomes were
generally mixed. While 11 studies deployed strategies that led to improved implementation outcomes, 13 studies led to inconclusive results. For instance,
McEwen et al. (43) developed a multifaceted implementation strategy that involved conducting educational meetings, providing ongoing education,
appointing evidence champions, distributing educational materials, and reminding clinicians to implement evidence in practice. These strategies led to
increased adoption of their target EBP, the Cognitive Orientation to daily Occupational Performance (CO-OP) treatment approach, suggesting the multifaceted
strategy was effective. Alternatively, Salbach and colleagues (46) examined the impact of an implementation strategy consisting of educational meetings,
evidence champions, educational materials, local funding, and implementation barrier identi�cation that pertained to stroke guideline adoption. However,
these strategies only led to the increased adoption of two out of 18 recommendations described in the stroke guidelines.

Levac et al. (61) also deployed a combination of educational meetings, dynamic training, reminders, and expert consultation to increase the use of virtual
reality therapy with stroke survivors, yet found these combined strategies did not lead to an increase in virtual reality adoption among practitioners serving
stroke survivors.

Use of theories, models, and frameworks. Notably, of the 26 included articles, 12 articles explicitly stated using a theory, model, or framework (TMF) guiding
the intervention utilized in the article (�ndings summarized in Table 2). The most common supporting TMF employed among the articles was the Knowledge-
to-Action framework (n=5). Other TMFs included class theories such as the Behavior Change Wheel (n=3) and Theory of Planned Behavior (n=1). Determinant
frameworks represented included the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) (n=1), the Theoretical Domains Framework (n=1), and the
integrated-Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services (iPARIHS) framework (n=1). Two studies applied the Normalization Process
Theory. No implementation evaluation frameworks were utilized (such as Reach, E�cacy, Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance (RE-AIM) or Implementation
Outcomes Framework) or implementation process models (such as Dynamic Sustainability/Adaptation, Practical, Robust Implementation and Sustainability
Model (PRISM), Exploration, Adoption/Preparation, Implementation, Sustainment (EPIS), or Quality Implementation). A select number of studies

described the components of their implementation strategies in accordance with reporting guidelines, including the Template for Intervention Description and
Replication (TIDieR) checklist (n=2), the Standards for Quality Improvement Reporting Excellence (SQUIRE) (n=1), and Standards for Reporting Implementation
studies (StaRI) (n=1), but did not explicitly mention the use of an implementation framework to guide the intervention. 

Discussion
This scoping review is one of the �rst to examine implementation strategy use and implementation outcome measurement in stroke rehabilitation in the
context of occupational therapy. Given that implementation science is still nascent in occupational therapy, this review's purpose was to assess the breadth of
implementation strategies and outcomes that have been evaluated in stroke rehabilitation and point to strategies that hold promise for facilitating the update
of evidence into occupational therapy practice.

This review corroborates other reviews in the rehabilitation �eld, which have found the implementation strategies' effectiveness as mixed. However, one
encouraging �nding from the present review was the frequent use of the following implementation strategy: [4]assess for readiness and identify barriers and
facilitators. The assessment of barriers and facilitators is a central precursor to selecting implementation strategies that effectively facilitate the use of
evidence into practice (62). Implementation strategies that are not responsive to these barriers and facilitators frequently fail to produce su�cient and
sustainable practice change (62, 63).

Although identifying implementation barriers and facilitators is of paramount importance in implementation studies, the processes researchers use to select
relevant implementation strategies based on these barriers and facilitators are often unclear. Vratsistas-Curto et al. (47), for instance, assessed determinants
of implementation at the start of their study and mapped determinants to the Theoretical Domains Framework and Behavior Change Wheel to inform
implementation strategy selection. This use of TMFs can strengthen the rigor of implementation strategy selection and elevate strategy effectiveness.
However, not all implementation studies are informed by underlying TMFs, calling into question the rationale behind why speci�c strategies are deployed in
certain contexts. Going forward, as the �elds of stroke rehabilitation and occupational therapy grow their interest in implementation, researchers must be
transparent when explaining the process and justi�cation of their implementation strategy selection. Without this transparency, occupational therapy
stakeholders and other rehabilitation professionals may continue to deploy implementation strategies without systematically matching them to identi�ed
barriers and facilitators. Waltz et al. (62) gathered expert opinion data to develop a tool matching implementation barriers/facilitators to implementation
strategies to assist in the process of strategy selection. The tool draws language from the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) (23)
and matches identi�ed barriers/facilitators to the ERIC taxonomy of implementation strategies. Using the CFIR-ERIC matching tool may be a viable option for
occupational therapy researchers who understand determinants of evidence implementation but require guidance when selecting relevant implementation
strategies.

The other commonly examined implementation strategy identi�ed in this review involved the use of educational meetings and materials. Eleven studies used
one or more of these educational techniques to facilitate the implementation of evidence into practice. However, in the context of these educational
techniques, all studies examining educational strategies failed to specify their implementation strategies as recommended by standard reporting guidelines
(26). Proctor et al. (26) provided recommendations for how implementation strategies should be speci�ed to optimize strategy replication. These
recommendations suggest three different criteria (naming, de�ning, specifying) that should be described in all studies that test implementation strategies.
Perhaps this lack of strategy speci�cation can be attributed to the disciplinary divide in implementation nomenclature. Included studies often examined
“knowledge translation interventions” or “knowledge translation strategies” (i.e., (61), (44)), and no studies referenced the ERIC taxonomy or IOF. Across the
rehabilitation �eld, the term “knowledge translation” is commonly used as a synonym for moving research into practice and is a term that has been widely
accepted in the rehabilitation �eld since 2000 (24, 64, 65). While international rehabilitation leaders have articulated distinctions between “knowledge
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translation” and “implementation science,” there is still tremendous work to be done in disseminating these distinctions to the broader rehabilitation audience
(64, 65).

One surprising �nding from this review was the variation with which studies were guided by implementation TMFs. Less than half of the studies (n = 12)
integrated in�uences from TMFs drawn from the implementation literature. The Knowledge-to-Action framework was applied in �ve studies, followed by the
Behavior Change Wheel and Normalization Process Theory represented in three and two studies, respectively. The lack of TMF application may also explain
some of the variability in implementation strategy effectiveness. Interestingly, all 12 studies with TMF underpinnings found either mixed or bene�cial
outcomes as a result of their implementation strategies

Conversely, the three studies that found no effect of their strategies on implementation outcomes were not informed by any implementation TMF. While this
subset of studies is too small to draw de�nitive conclusions, the importance of using TMFs to guide implementation studies has been well-established and
endorsed by leading implementation scientists(66, 67). Despite their recognized importance, TMFs are often applied haphazardly in implementation projects
(68). Birken et al. have begun to develop recommendations for selecting TMFs with examples of these recommendations, including assessing empirical
support, considerations of applicability, and identifying the explanatory power of potential TMFs. The same recommendations may be useful to occupational
therapy researchers in stroke rehabilitation who are new to the application of TMFs in implementation.

Limitations
While the present scoping review adds novel contributions to the implementation science �eld, stroke rehabilitation, and occupational therapy, it is not without
limitations. First, scoping review methodologies have been critiqued for not requiring critical appraisals and bias assessments of included articles (69, 70).
Given that this review's focus was to assess the breadth of implementation strategies and outcomes measured in a �eld (e.g., occupational therapy) newer to
implementation science, critical appraisals and bias assessments have been deemed “not applicable” according to PRISMA-ScR reporting guidelines. Second,
after training and consensus agreement, the study team independently extracted data from studies that pertained to implementation strategies and
implementation outcomes. However, most studies did not de�ne strategies and outcomes using the two guiding frameworks: the ERIC taxonomy and the
Implementation Outcomes Framework. While this does serve as a limitation, it also points to the importance of specifying implementation strategies so that
researchers and practitioners can replicate effective strategies, even when implementation nomenclature is not consistently used across �elds. Lastly, the
search was restricted to studies that included occupational therapy as the primary provider of interest. Thus, most of the studies deployed implementation
strategies at the provider-level. The authors recognize that the effective implementation of best practices often requires organization- and system-level
changes; therefore, the �ndings do not represent strategies and outcomes applicable to stroke rehabilitation clinics and the more extensive healthcare system.

Conclusion
This scoping review revealed the occupational therapy profession’s use of implementation strategies and measurement of implementation outcomes in stroke
rehabilitation. The profession has successfully created a small body of implementation science literature; however, occupational therapy researchers and
practitioners must continue to develop and test implementation strategies to move evidence into practice. Advancements in this area of implementation
research will enable occupational therapy stakeholders to deploy strategies that effectively increase evidence-based care implementation to the stroke survivor
population.

Moreover, while the occupational therapy profession has made progress in adopting implementation science methodologies, researchers are encouraged to be
more deliberate in selecting, using, and evaluating implementation strategies, outcomes, and frameworks. In particular, occupational therapy researchers must
increase efforts to �nd effective implementation strategies for overcoming barriers faced in clinical settings. Failing to do so will continue to inhibit OT
practitioners’ ability to provide patients with high quality, cost-effective care in stroke rehabilitation. 
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Tables
Table 1 Summary of characteristics, implementation clusters, discrete strategies & outcomes of included studies
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Ref. Year Country Research
design

Strategy clusters a

Use
evaluative
and
iterative
strategies

Provide
interactive
assistance

Adapt
and
tailor
to
context

Develop
stakeholder
interrelationships

Train and
educate
stakeholders

Support
clinicians

Engage
consumers

Utilize
�nanc
strate

Discrete implementation strategy b

(50) 2005 Canada Before/After   33 54   57 15 16

29 55

     

(39) 2010 Netherlands Mixed
methods
process
evaluation

      35 16

31 43

     

(48) 2010 Australia Before/After 4

5

      16      

(45) 2012 Canada Before/After 4   63   16 19 29 31
43

58    

(53) 2013 United
States

Cohort -
retrospective

4

 5 26

      15      
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Ref. Year Country Research
design

Strategy clusters a

Use
evaluative
and
iterative
strategies

Provide
interactive
assistance

Adapt
and
tailor
to
context

Develop
stakeholder
interrelationships

Train and
educate
stakeholders

Support
clinicians

Engage
consumers

Utilize
�nanc
strate

(54) 2013 United
Kingdom

Process
evaluation

4       15 71      

(60) 2014 Canada Qualitative       7 20 73      

(37) 2014 United
Kingdom

Cross-
sectional

      36 72        

(36) 2014 United
States

Before/After         16 29 31      

(55) 2014 Denmark Cohort –
retrospective

5              
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Ref. Year Country Research
design

Strategy clusters a

Use
evaluative
and
iterative
strategies

Provide
interactive
assistance

Adapt
and
tailor
to
context

Develop
stakeholder
interrelationships

Train and
educate
stakeholders

Support
clinicians

Engage
consumers

Utilize
�nanc
strate

(59) 2014 Netherlands Mixed
methods
process
evaluation

56 54     15 19 43 55      

(61) 2016 Canada Before/After       35 29 43 55 58    

(41) 2016 Canada Before/After         16 31 58    

(42) 2016 Australia Randomized
controlled
trial

4

5

      19 31      

(52) 2016 Netherlands Before/After 46 61   51 38 57 71 58 41 50  
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Ref. Year Country Research
design

Strategy clusters a

Use
evaluative
and
iterative
strategies

Provide
interactive
assistance

Adapt
and
tailor
to
context

Develop
stakeholder
interrelationships

Train and
educate
stakeholders

Support
clinicians

Engage
consumers

Utilize
�nanc
strate

(40) 2017 Sweden Qualitative;
Before/After

56 33 51 24 47 48 20 29 31 43      

(38) 2017 Australia Before/After     63   29 31 30    

(46) 2017 Canada Process
evaluation

4 33   7 35 16 20 31 58    

(47) 2017 Australia Before/After 4

5

14

      15 19 31 55      

(44) 2018 United
States

Time series 5 56 61
27

53 51 63
67

17 24 35 40 64 19 29 31 55
71

    2 34
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Ref. Year Country Research
design

Strategy clusters a

Use
evaluative
and
iterative
strategies

Provide
interactive
assistance

Adapt
and
tailor
to
context

Develop
stakeholder
interrelationships

Train and
educate
stakeholders

Support
clinicians

Engage
consumers

Utilize
�nanc
strate

(43) 2019 Canada Before/After   8   35 52 16 19 31 58    

(57) 2019 Australia Before/After 4 23       15 20      

(51) 2019 Uganda Case study
process
evaluation

5 23 56 33 54 51   16 19   41  

(56) 2020 Canada Cohort –
prospective

4     35   58    

(49) 2020 Australia Before/After 4 53   6 35 16 29      
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Ref. Year Country Research
design

Strategy clusters a

Use
evaluative
and
iterative
strategies

Provide
interactive
assistance

Adapt
and
tailor
to
context

Develop
stakeholder
interrelationships

Train and
educate
stakeholders

Support
clinicians

Engage
consumers

Utilize
�nanc
strate

(58) 2020 Australia Qualitative;
Before/After

4

5

      19 20 55      

Total 17 8 6 12 23 8 2 1

Adapted from ERIC discrete implementation strategy compilation (27), ERIC strategy clusters (34), and taxonomy of implementation outcomes (28).

a ERIC strategy clusters: Use evaluative and iterative strategies (4, 5, 14, 18, 23, 26, 27, 46, 56, 61), Provide interactive assistance (8, 33, 53, 54), Adapt and tailor
to context (51, 63, 67, 68), Develop stakeholder interrelationships (6, 7, 17, 24, 25, 35, 36, 38, 40, 45, 47, 48, 52, 57, 64, 65, 72), Train and educate stakeholders
(15, 16, 19, 20, 29, 31, 43, 55, 60, 71, 73), Support clinicians (21, 30, 32, 58, 59), Engage consumers (37, 39, 41, 50, 69), Utilize �nancial strategies (1, 2, 3, 28, 34,
42, 49, 66, 70), and Change infrastructure (9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 22, 44, 62).

b Numbering system matches the system used by Powell et al. (27) and Waltz et al. (34) in referencing discrete implementation strategies.

Table 2 Implementation frameworks used to guide and evaluate implementation process in studies.
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Ref. Year Usage (Y/N) Theoretical framework

(50) 2005 No N/A

(39) 2010 No N/A

(48) 2010 No N/A

(45) 2012 Yes Knowledge-to-Action Model

(53) 2013 No N/A

(54) 2013 Yes Normalization Process Theory

(60) 2014 Yes Normalization Process Theory

(37) 2014 Yes CFIR

(36) 2014 Yes Theory of Planned Behavior, Knowledge-to-Action framework, Adult Learning Theory

(55) 2014 No N/A

(59) 2014 No N/A

(61) 2016 No N/A

(41) 2016 No N/A

(42) 2016 No N/A

(52) 2016 No N/A

(40) 2017 No N/A

(38) 2017 No N/A

(46) 2017 Yes Knowledge-to-Action framework

(47) 2017 Yes Theoretical Domains Framework; Behavior Change Wheel

(44) 2018 Yes Knowledge-to-Action framework

(43) 2019 No N/A

(57) 2019 No N/A

(51) 2019 Yes integrated-Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services (i-PARIHS) framework

(56) 2020 Yes Knowledge-to-Action framework

(49) 2020 Yes Behavior Change Wheel

(58) 2020 Yes Behavior Change Wheel

Figures
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Figure 1

Nine thematic clusters and corresponding discrete implementation strategies1 2 Adapted from the cluster map of all 73 strategies grouped by Waltz et al. (34).
1 The numbering system used matches the system by Powell et al. (27) and Waltz et al. (34) in referencing discrete implementation strategies. 2 [No.] listed in
each cluster corresponding with the implementation strategies found in the scoping review studies.
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Figure 2

Study selection process adapted from The PRISMA Statement (32)
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Figure 3

Discrete strategies used to implement occupational therapy EBP in studies (n = 48) Adapted from ERIC discrete implementation strategy compilation (27). *
[No.] matches the numbering system used by Powell et al. (27) and Waltz et al. (34) in referencing discrete implementation strategies.
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